Our Mission is to Promote, to Teach, to Encourage the Love of ALL Types of Applique in Quilting

May/June 2019— Volume23- Number 3

The 2019 Annual Meeting is fast approaching.
It’s not too late to register for this event.
Activities include:


Introduce the new TAS board



Review the TAS financials



Talk about the future of TAS with Q&A time



Appliqué quilts will be on display



Show and Share your appliqué creations



Luncheon

After lunch, up to 30 students will be able to take a class from
special guest teacher Kathy Dunigan. See page 5 for details
on how to register for this class.
See page 4 to register and order lunch for the annual meeting.
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Do You Have a Pattern You Would Like to Share
With Your Fellow TAS Members?
If you have an original pattern that you have designed
and would like to see it published in the TAS
newsletter, please contact the newsletter editor at
newsletter@theappliquesociety.org
Your donations are so very much appreciated!

Do you have an item for the newsletter?
Please contact the editor at
newsletter@theappliquesociety.

Entire contents of this newsletter Copyright 2019
- by The Appliqué Society All Rights Reserved.
No part of this newsletter may be reproduced in
any way without the written permission of The
Appliqué Society.

THE RESOURCE FILE
The resource file contains contact information for suppliers of items that appear in the newsletter.
AQS (American Quilter’s Society)
P.O. Box 3290, Paducah, KY 42002-3290
Phone 1-800-626-5420
Fax: 270-898-8890 Email: order@AQSquilt.com
Website: http://www.AQSquilt.com

Landauer Publishing
3100 NW 101st Street, Suite A, Urbandale, IA 50322
Phone 1-800-557-2144
Web: http://www.landauercorp.com

C&T Publishing Inc.
1651 Challenge Drive, Concord , CA 94520-5206
Phone: 1-800-284-1114 Int’l: 1-925-677-0377
Fax: 925-677-0373 E-mail: ctinfo@ctpub.com
Web: http://www.ctpub.com

Martingale (That Patchwork Place)
19021 120th Ave NE, Suite 102, Bothell, WA 98011
Phone: 1-800-426-3126 Int’l: 1-425-483-3313
Web: http://www.shopmartingale.com
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From the Outgoing President - Eileen Keane
TAS is blooming, just like spring! Every week, more and more appliquérs are joining our ranks. There’s a lot
of excitement among the people on the Board-we can’t wait to share it with all of you!
Read on and find out what TAS will be doing in the next few months.
I’m signing off now. Next month a new Board will be taking over. Please give them all your support.
Eileen Keane, Acting President

Don’t forget to renew your membership—dues are due May 1st

Is your chapter doing something special with appliqué—demonstrations in the community, information booth
at a local quilt show or do you know of an appliqué event or quilt show in your area that would be of interest
to other TAS members ? If so, please send them to newsletter@theappliquesociety.org
Please send information on appliqué events and quilt shows at least 6 months in advance of the event date to
ensure timely inclusion in the newsletter.

Do you have a favorite tip or technique to share with your fellow TAS members? Please send your tip to the
editor at newsletter@theappliquesociety.org.
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Annual Meeting Registration Form
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Annual Meeting
Class Registration Form
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Our Passion for Appliqué
Interviews by Anita M. Smith
What is our passion for appliqué ? Is it the fabrics? Is it a design we fell in love with? What is it that drives us to complete an
appliqué quilt? Is it the fabric that speaks to us to create the image that is going on in our creative brain? Or is it the design or idea
that we envisioned in our mind and heart in that special creative moment?
I want to introduce you to some appliqué designers, a fabric designer and a shop owner who are all part of the process of
CREATIVITY. I have gotten to know these people through Facebook on the quilting and appliqué sites I follow. These very talented
people impressed me with their talent and also how their process of creativity develops. So, I asked them if I could interview them
and they graciously accepted. You may know them or have heard of them. Or they may be a new person for you to follow. Please
join me as I ask the questions that my creative soul wants to know and you may have wanted to ask the same questions if you
were able to visit with them.
Let me introduce you to “Charlotte”, designed by Michelle Yeo and manufacture and distributed in the USA by Riley Blake Designs
and will be sold through Vintage and Vogue. There are other places that may sell the Charlotte line but I am focusing on Vintage
and Vogue in this article. In other parts of the world they have local distributors for this fabric line.
Michelle Yeo created the Charlotte line from an antique French fabric she purchased from the 1800’s which became the core print
in the collection. Cynthia Collier and Dianne Miller and others were given fabric sampling of the “Charlotte line” and were asked to
create an appliqué inspiration from the fabric line. Michelle also created a Block of the Month option for Charlotte. I have asked
each of them to write down their creative process for this fabric with these questions below.
I will start with Cynthia Collier.
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Our Passion for Appliqué Cynthia Collier cont.
Interviews by Anita M. Smith
I must admit Charlotte did not start talking to me right away. I knew I wanted to do Broderie Perse and put the main chintz up on
my design wall and waited for about a week before we were comfortable with each other.

Then I started cutting out floral shapes and leaves and Charlotte started talking to me. Originally I was only going to make one block
but by the time Block 1 was finished I knew there was so much more Charlotte had to share in her design elements. My design was
totally inspired by Michelle's Charlotte fabric. Because I am a traditional quilter inspired by nineteenth century chintz quilts and
Baltimore Album quilts that is the route I took. I realized by the time Block 1 was finished it definitely had more of a Baltimore
Album look and feel to it so that is the route I took with the other three blocks. Time permitting I could have easily designed a nine
block quilt with all Charlotte had to say to me!
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Our Passion for Appliqué Cynthia Collier cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
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Our Passion for Appliqué Cynthia Collier cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith

I was totally comfortable using my regular design process with Charlotte. But, I do have to say I was stretched before starting
because I usually use chintzes with a softer, more realistic feel to them like you find in the English and American nineteenth century
fabrics. To me Charlotte, because the original inspiration fabric Michelle used is French, has a much more European or Dutch look
and feel to it. I love the Dutch reproduction fabrics still available today, but always shy away from the more stylized flowers when
choosing a focus fabric for my next quilt.
The color palette of Charlotte is also brighter than I usually work with in my quilts. But once I started working "out of my box" I think
the design process as a whole was really a good stretching exercise for me and a lot of fun!
I have looked at antique quilts in museums, quilt shows, books, and online for many years now. I realized several years ago I love
them all, especially the appliqué ones. But, it was (and is) the chintz quilts of the early 1900s that always make my heart sing. I think
when I look at them, "I want to do that, too". Making them gives me so much joy and I want to share the joy and passion I fee l in
using the talents God has given me to encourage other quilters in their own appliqué journey.
I seem to be driven to finish whatever quilt I am currently working on! But one quilt in particular that rumbled around in my mind
for several years before I even started it is, "Cynthia's Album". It was inspired by a Broderie Perse quilt in the International Quilt
Study Center, as well as others from that same era. Mary Koval designed a line of reproduction fabric a few years ago she did me
the honor of naming "Cynthia" because she knows how much a love the large scale chintz fabrics. That started it!
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Our Passion for Appliqué Cynthia Collier cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
It is a center block with basket, birds, etc. and three borders of smaller blocks surrounding it and is all Broderie Perse, no patterns
and templates. It was exciting to see each block take shape and listen to the story it told!
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Our Passion for Appliqué Cynthia Collier cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
I am totally inspired by the nineteenth century chintz quilts and also the reproduction fabrics available. I could not begin to make
the quilts I make if it were not for those wonderful floral fabrics. It is all about the fabric for me!
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Dianne Miller
Interview by Anita M. Smith

Dianne Miller is the next applique artist.

What was the process you went through to come up with the design you chose for Charlotte?
I placed the fabric on my table, studied if for about five days, re-arranging the yardage that Riley Blake sent to me until
I got a sense of what I wanted to create. I knew this would be an applique project.
How much did the Charlotte fabric inspire you to create the design?
Some fabrics caught my eye firsts, so I started with those to see what I could create. I'm inspired by antique quilts and
this fabric "fit the bill" perfectly to create a large bowl of flowers in the style of the Phoebe Warner quilt, which was my
inspiration.
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Dianne Miller cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
How much of Charlotte was motivating you to use your specialized appliqué techniques you have been using
in your other projects.
Typically, I work directly off the light box to draw my design; but not this time. The large floral of the main print
governed what happed to the overall design, leading me to choose a Broderie Perse technique. This involved cutting
a quarter inch around the outside of the flowers and then appliqueing them down, either by hand or buttonhole
stitch. I chose to do it by hand. There was no planned design for this; I just let it happen, improvising as I went
along.
Did Charlotte stretch your design process? If so how?
This only stretched my design process in the sense that they were colors and fabrics that I don't ordinarily work with.
Each of you has a passion for antique quilts and their beauty. You have made it an important part in your
creative world to let the antique fabric still “speak” with the applique you create from it and with the style you
are well known for. I have admired your talent for a long time and know that you are passionate about the
appliqué you do. Please tell us what and why you want to “speak” with antique designs and fabrics.
I feel a strong connection to the past, which often inspires me. I love antique quilts and can't get enough of them. I
have a large collection of old quilts, which inspire me daily with the frugality, talent, and creativity of the women who
created them. These are enduring designs that will never lose their appeal.
Do you have a design that spoke to you so strongly that you were so passionate to finish it that you were
driven to complete it? If yes, please send the photo and also tell about it.
There are too many quilts that I am passionate about to fit in your newsletter, but I am particularly passionate about
Baltimore Album quilts. I have completed nine Baltimore Album quilts and taught hundreds of students how to make
their own from books by Elly Sienkiewicz
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Dianne Miller cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
Where do you go and what do you do, to get inspired to make the quilt you are passionate about?
I look at quilts all the time. I have hundreds of books on antique quilts that I study and am frequently on Facebook and
Pinterest to study the quilts that others have posted. I also attend Leah Zieber's quilt history study retreats in
Temecula, California, which is where I first met Michelle.
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Michelle Yeo
Interview by Anita M. Smith
Michelle Yeo, the Designer of “Charlotte” Collection

Michelle, how much did the Charlotte fabric inspire you to create the design? How did the fabric you bought inspire you to
create this fabric line?
The minute I saw the antique French furnishing fabric, that became the main print in the Charlotte collection, I fell in love with it. I
loved both the colors and the design and it was very different to the antique fabrics that inspired my first two fabric lines. I saw
the potential for Broderie Perse and appliqué and the fabric also has a lot of movement within it with many swirls and details that
are great for both appliqué work and for fussy cutting and piecing within quilts. The print in the original fabric had a large repeat
of over 30”. Today fabric has to have a repeat that is divisible into 24” so it was scaled down to meet this requirement. The fabric
company did scale it down further to a 12” repeat at one stage (to try and suit today’s market) but all the beautiful details within
the flowers and swirls were lost so it was rescaled back to a 24” repeat. Apart from the size of the repeat, and the lighter cream
background this is an exact reproduction of the original fabric. The original background color was a light taupe.

Antique Fabric
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Our Passion for Appliqué—Michelle Yeo cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
Most of the secondary prints were chosen from the Ohio Star cutter blocks because the prints and scales worked well together and
complemented the main floral print. The Charlotte Spray fabric was a triangular scrap offcut of fabric with 3 different floral
sprays. Part of one floral spray was missing so I had to think creatively to complete the motif. I researched old prints in an attempt
to find an image of the original print in its entirety but I was unable to find a photo of the original fabric to make an
exact reproduction.
I like to include a fabric that can be used as a background print within a collection but one that can also be used as a stand-alone
print. Charlotte Vine worked well for this role. It has an overall print that meanders across the fabric while also creating great
movement within a quilt. I have used it as a background in both the appliqué and pieced quilts that I’ve designed to use with the
collection.
Another style of fabric I like to include in a fabric range is a stripe of some form, either straight or serpentine. I love serpentine
prints as they are fantastic and interesting when used as borders but also create some amazing blocks when fussy cut.
The serpentine stripe is used within the appliquéd vase in Charlotte’s flowers. I encourage my students to consider using these
types of stripes running horizontally as an option to vertically due to the different effects that result. The pear fabric in Charlotte
can also be used as a stripe, if wanted, and the pears can be appliquéd in Broderie Perse as well as being used in pieced blocks.
The remaining two prints both include circles. One is made up of tiny leaves interlocking with smaller circles made up of dots.
The circles in the other print are made up of different shapes and the circles are interspersed with leaf like motifs.
When choosing the antique fabrics to include when making a reproduction fabric range, like making a quilt, you need to include a
variety of scales, shapes, colors and geometry to achieve enough interest within the fabrics but so that the resultant quilts have
variety, movement and are inspirational to others.
What was the process you went through to come up with the design you chose for Charlotte?
There are 4 designs on the Charlotte Storyboard that accompany the fabric collection, two of which include appliqué. The designs
are always, to some degree, inspired by the fabrics within the fabric collection or individual fabrics that I'm working with.
The main fabric in the collection inspired Charlotte’s Flowers as it is perfect for Broderie Perse, a technique which is used in so
many antique quilts from the time period. The center block, within the quilt, is a vase of flowers with some quirky blocks
and appliqué surrounding the main floral feature. As I also love to fussy cut, this gave me the opportunity to include some
fussy cutting within the hexagons and the setting allowed me to include a second background fabric from the collection. The
central Broderie Perse block is surrounded by squares on point featuring a secondary pattern which was inspired by an antique
quilt in the V&A. This allowed me to showcase all the fabrics in the Charlotte Collection.
Charlotte’s Stars is another quilt from the storyboard. It is entirely pieced but was inspired by the ‘cutter’ Ohio Star blocks
I purchased when on a visit to the US in 2016. Some of the fabrics within these antique blocks I have reproduced as part of
the Charlotte collection so I felt this quilt deserved to be reproduced.
Charlotte’s Feathered Mariner’ Compass quilt is a reproduction of an existing pattern of mine which was perfect to recreate in the
collection.
This is the link to the story board for those that want a closer look at the fabrics. https://www.rileyblakedesigns.com/assets/
images/storyboards/Charlotte.pdf
How much of Charlotte was motivating you to use your specialized appliqué techniques you have been using in your other
projects. Michelle how did you come up with the BOM for Charlotte?
The idea for designing a BOM was the idea of the fabric company as many shops like to offer a BOM as a way to promote a
complete fabric collection. I love medallion quilts, scrappy quilts, circular designs and stars and I also love to include a lot of
different techniques within a quilt to make it more interesting to sew. Also, as a quilt teacher, it offers a variety of techniques
for students to learn and then, hopefully to grow with and enhance their creativity. The center block of the BOM is a reproduction
of a block I have included in another one of my designs that I love. It is unusual in that it has seven points to the star and the outer
edge of the block is fluted rather than just being a circle. The star enabled me to fussy cut the fabrics to achieve a second ary
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Michelle Yeo cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
effect. The use of the Broderie Perse surrounding the seven pointed star block added interest to the design and showcased
some of the floral motifs from the main print. Le Moyne star blocks are so much fun to make when fussy cut due to
the numerous different effects that can be achieved just by cutting out a different part of a piece of fabric. This enables people
to have fun and to become excited at the wonderful results. Me included! By setting the center part of the quilt on-point, the
main print can be featured toward the middle of the quilt again show casing the main floral fabric. The remaining borders enabled me to include the rest of the fabric from the Charlotte fabric collection as the Squares border and Flying Geese
borders are both very scrappy. The basket border gives some relief to the busyness of the scrappy borders and features the
cream floral spray print that mimics flowers in a pot. The appliqué corner blocks and central blocks within the basket border
also help to calm the quilt, and the use of two different colored backgrounds within the border adds interest.
Interestingly when designing the BOM I was not consciously considering these elements but was rather playing with options to
create a design that I couldn’t wait to stitch myself!
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Michelle Yeo cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
Did Charlotte stretch your design process? If so how?
Working within any single fabric collection stretches the design process to ensure the ultimate quilt is not “flat”. Usually one
would choose from a number of different fabric collections to get a variety of colors scales, shapes and motifs to work with to add
interest to the quilt. When having to stick to working within a single fabric range, one usually has to use a single print in a variety
of colors rather than introducing a totally different print from another collection to achieve the same result. This can add
frustration as there is only 7 different prints within Charlotte. (21 prints overall). One, therefore, has to be creative and think
more laterally as to how to use the fabrics within the quilt to get balance and add interest.
Each of you has a passion for antique quilts and their beauty. You have made it an important part in your creative world to
let the antique fabric still “speak” with the appliqué you create from it and with the style you are well known for. I have
admired your talent for a long time and know that you are passionate about the appliqué you do. Please tell us what and
why you want to “speak” with antique designs and fabrics.
I love antique quilts and fabrics particular from the 1700s and 1800s of all types and styles but, in particular, appliqué and
Broderie Perse quilts. Many of the fabrics seen in those quilts are unavailable today as are some of the colors used which can no
longer be reproduced due to the fabric printing process used in the past that have now been banned due to health hazards.
Modern fabrics and quilts don’t speak to me at all, nor do quilts made in a day/weekend. I love the intricacies found within
antique quilts and the quirky inclusions that add interest. Many appliqué designs from the past are more stylized than realistic
which shows imagination and I love to find single patches which are made up of smaller pieces of fabric in order to complete a
block.
I design on the computer and sew in good lighting and I’m in awe of past quilters from the 1700s and 1800s that inspire me so
much but didn't have the resources we take for granted these days. They created such amazing quilts and I use them as
inspiration for my own designs.
Do you have a design that spoke to you so strongly that you were so passionate to finish it that you were driven to complete
it? If yes, please send the photo and also tell about it.
Chelsea Rose! This quilt was initially designed as a quilt for Margo Krager to show off her fabric range, ‘Dargate Treasury’, at
Spring Market in 2015. The central Broderie Perse block was inspired by a 60 year old tea cup and saucer my Mother-in-law gave
me a cup of tea in on Christmas day, 2104. I remade this quilt in 2017 using Di Ford Halls first fabric collection, Cloverdale House,
as the flowers in the main print were so similar to those in the original dinner set. They spoke to me the minute I saw them! In the
first quilt I was restricted to only using fabrics from within the Dargate Treasury collection but in the second quilt I had
no restrictions imposed on me and I loved every minute of choosing fabrics for this quilt and stitching it. This continues to be one
of my fabric quilt designs.
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Michelle Yeo cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith

Where do you go and what do you do, to get inspired to make the quilt you are passionate about?
Inspiration comes from a variety of sources including quilts from the past, fabrics, tiled floors, wrought iron and things seen in
everyday life that I stumble across! Designs come to me at different times and sometimes just randomly like in the shower or in
bed. I will sit for hours at the computer playing with a design and how it starts off is often not the end result. Often the design
process may be triggered by a piece of fabric that I have seen or purchased that ’speaks to me’ and things flow on from there.
I always end up at a quilt shop sourcing new fabrics to complement fabrics from my stash or to add to a newly acquired piece of
fabric. With my own fabric collections I do all the artwork so I am able to ‘drop’ the prints into a new design to get a computer
generated image of the quilt.
My motto is 'it’s only fabric so don’t be afraid to cut it up and play with it' especially when appliquéing and doing Broderie Perse. I
sit and cut out large motifs from floral fabrics for Broderie Perse and gradually cut them down as the design takes on a direction.
I have a supportive sewing group and run ideas by them when I get stuck or just need an opinion. My mum bought me up saying
'If a jobs worth doing, it’s worth doing well’. They’re the words in my head and if something isn’t working out then I will pull it out
and correct it, be it stitching, a design flaw or the fabric I’m using that isn’t working for me. But the most important thing is to
have fun and have pride in your work so it will become an heirloom to be admired and cherished by future generations.
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Marianne Elizabeth
Interview by Anita M. Smith

Marianne Elizabeth of Vintage and Vogue

In the eighties I was fortunate to move near a store that was an independent fabric store, selling a huge selection of
bridal, home decor, apparel fabrics, and oh, yes in the corner, they had started a quilting department. They had the
Jinny Beyer palette and taught Quilt in a Day. Shortly after, a symposium started nearby, and I was fortunate to take
classes with all of the early industry greats: Jinny Bayer, Michael James, Elly Sienkiewicz, Judy Dales, Marsha
McCloskey, Pepper Cory, Gwen Marston and Joe Cunningham, and so many more. I especially loved the quilts
Harriet Hargrove was making and the scrappy palette she was using. Soon reproduction fabrics were introduced and
what became apparent was that it was impossible to find a shop that carried an entire collection. A shop chose a few
prints typically, and if you wanted to have an entire line you could end up driving more than a hundred miles to find all
of the prints.
When the Smithsonian collection was announced, I knew that there was a need for a mail order/online company that
would offer complete lines of reproduction fabrics. It was 1995 and Vintage & Vogue was born. By the end of the year,
I had started producing a catalog, and opened an online shopping cart, such as it was, in those early days.
I had spent about 7 years studying textiles intensively and was asked to consult on several museum collections,
including the Allentown Collection and the DAR Museum Collection among others. I proposed a collection with a
relatively unknown museum, the American Textile History Museum of Lowell, Mass and I was so gratified when the
museum and the manufacturer agreed. It is still the most accurate, documented collection ever, where the prints I
selected were documented down to the day they were originally printed, and the number of yards made back in a 5
year timespan during the 1870s by the Cocheco Mills.
Since then I have designed hundreds of prints, over 20 years. I’ve sold more than 20,000 different fabrics, in a wide
variety of styles, colors, manufacturers etc. so as you can imagine, it takes quite a lot to get me really excited about a
new line.
Marianne please tell us how you choose a fabric line to carry and why did you choose the “Charlotte” line?
I first saw Charlotte last fall when several of my customers asked me if I was going to carry it. What immediately struck
me was the beautiful Jacobean chintz floral. The tight, highly coordinated color palette makes it so easy for quilters to
mix and match prints for successfully colorized quilts. I especially loved the serpentine stripe and truly, this is a line
that really speaks to me as a designer. I’m really excited by this exquisite group!
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Our Passion for Appliqué - Marianne Elizabeth
cont.
Interview by Anita M. Smith
You have wonderful customer service Marianne and please tell us what you will offer to those who want to participate in creating with Charlotte.
When Michelle’s beautiful Block of the Month (BOM) design was released, it captured the elegance and sophistication of
this beautiful line, and I knew customers would be really excited to have the chance to make this beautiful quilt and stitch
with these fabrics. It’s always interesting to see the designer’s take on working with the collection and the quilts she envisioned making. The quilt very successfully uses all of the fabrics in the line, which is really fun as the quilter gets some of
everything in the line.
After the fabrics arrive and we get the BOM going, with its nearly 30 yards of fabric, we’ll start shipping cut yardage. Our
minimum cut is one half yard and customers will be able to order individual pieces or bundles of various sized cuts, starting with fat quarters. We’ll be starting to accept reservations by the end of April for Charlotte yardage.
This question is for those of our members that may not be familiar with your company. Please tell us more
about your company and how we can connect with “Charlotte”.
To be sure to stay in tune with what’s happening with Charlotte, quilters should sign up for our emails at
www.vintageandvogue.com . We never rent, sell or exchange our list, and we promise not to inundate you with emails.
Your readers may be very interested to know something we haven’t shared with anyone, anywhere. We are working very
closely with Michelle on a very special adventure that will be happening next year for just 75 guests. Be sure to stay
tuned so perhaps you will be one of just 75 very lucky quilters.

Broderie Perse is a style of appliqué which uses printed elements to create a
scene on the background fabric. It was most popular in Europe in the 17th
century, and probably travelled from India, as there are some earlier findings
there. The technique could be considered an early form of puzzle piecing.
For more information on Broderie Perse, see http://www.womenfolk.com/
quilting_history/broderieperse.htm
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Learning Opportunities
We want to share with you the opportunities to learn. If you have other places that there are academies or
retreats that are appliqué related, please send in the information and we will post it in our TAS Newsletter or
TAS Blog, which is on the Members Only section of the TAS website.
Here are three Academies you can check out.


Appliqué Away On Galveston Bay—






For more information, visit their website http://www.appliqueawayongalvestonbay.com

Academy of Appliqué—


For more information, visit their website http://www.academyofapplique.com



Or contact Barbara Blanton (757) 565-5299 or Barbara@academyofapplique.com

Baltimore on the Prairie—September 11 to 14, 2019


For more information, visit their website https://www.baltimoreontheprairie.com



Held at the Lied Lodge and Conference Center; Nebraska City, NE



You can also contact Tresa Jones, Admin., 104 So. 4th, Seneca, KS 66538 by phone 785-3362262 (home) 785-294-0625 (cell) or email mjones1@carsoncomm.com

Event of Interest—The Quilters Hall of Fame Celebration, July 18-20, 2019.
This event will be featuring the induction of Marianne Fons & Liz Porter as well
as heritage inductee Mary A. McElwain. Visit The Quilters Hall of Fame website
for more details — https://quiltershalloffame.net/celebration-2019/ .
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Contacting The Appliqué Society
General Information Anita M. Smith

Please contact the President at
president@theappliquesociety.org

Membership

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact Membership at
membership@theappliquesociety.org

Web Master

Coleen O’Kane

Please contact the Webmaster at
webmaster@theappliquesociety.org

Newsletter Editor

Jeannie Hunt

Please contact the Editor at
newsletter@theappliquesociety.org

Board Officers

Directors

President

Anita M. Smith

Eileen Keane

Vice President

Dana Doerfler

Mary Kay Mullin

Secretary

Barbara Schober

Coleen O’Kane

Treasurer

Katherine McMullen

Dee Pitthan

TAS Facebook Groups:


https://www.facebook.com/groups/608303619190226/ - which is open to TAS members only



https://www.facebook.com/groups/205292649964358/ - Applique Open Form, which is open to the public

TAS Mailing Address:
The Appliqué Society ®
P.O. Box 89
Sequim, WA 98382-0089
Www.theappliquesociety.org

TAS Business Hours:
Monday—Friday, 8:00AM—5:00PM Pacific Time
Please be aware that we do not have a physical office
for TAS. All TAS business is conducted in volunteer
member homes. This makes TAS unique and enables us
to serve you more personally. We appreciate your
service and support. TAS could not be the amazing
organization it is without member volunteers!
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